The Fourth Annual International Symposium

Education and City: Quality Education for Modern Cities

23-25 August 2021
The Programme of the Fourth Annual International Symposium
“Education and City: Quality Education for Modern Cities”

Dear participants! The Symposium will be held in Zoom. Please register to receive a link and instructions to join the sessions

August 23, 2021

10.00-10.45. Opening of the Symposium
Igor Remorenko (Russia), Joe O'Hara (Ireland), Sabina Shu-Chun Chiang (Taiwan), Svetlana Vachkova (Russia), Daria Milyaeva (Russia)

10.50-12.00. Plenary session
Moderator:
Speakers:
Joe O'Hara (Ireland): The Role of University in the City
Monika Maini (India): Rethinking University in Democracy and Student Activism for Social Justice

12.00-12.15 Coffee break

12.15-13.20. Plenary session
Moderator: Daria Milyaeva
Speakers:
Tsung-Teng Wang (Taiwan): Intergenerational Learning Activity
Sahra Hosseini (Finland): How to Use Technology to Enhance Quality of Content in a Modern Society

13.20-14.30 Lunch

14.30-15.40. Plenary session
Moderator:
Speakers: Elena Nekhorosheva (Russia), Ekaterina Enchikova (Portugal), Roman Kupriyanov (Russia), Elena Alekseycheva (Russia): Urban mobility and school education: from daily mobile practices to data analysis
Igor Ryzhov (Russia): Assessment and Development of School Students’ Motivated Behavior in an Urban Context: a Case of Developing and Applying an Interactive Mobile App

15.40-16.00 Coffee break
16.00-17.30. Roundtable discussion. Educational Urbanism: The Energy of the New Concept
Moderator: Maksim Bulanov (Russia)
Speakers: Brendan Maxcy (The U.S.), Samantha Scribner (The U.S.), Thu Suong Nguyen (The U.S.), David Nguyen (The U.S.)

17.30-18.00
Wrap-up discussion

August 24, 2021

10.00-11.30. Plenary session
Moderator:
Speakers:
Alexander Popov (Russia), Andrey Deryabin (Russia): Data-literacy for a Modern City
Ekaterina Enchikova (Portugal), Cibelle Toledo (Portugal), Gil Nata (Portugal), Tiago Neves (Portugal): Does PISA Help in the Fight for Social Equality?
Hana Strejčková (Czech Republic): Poetic, playful and artistic body in theatre pedagogy

11.30-11.45 Coffee break

Moderator: Natalia Ageeva (Russia)
Speakers:
Martin Brown, Joe O’Hara, Gerry McNamara, Sarah Gardezi (Ireland)
Herbert Altrichter, Barbara Herzog-Punzenberger, Alexandra Postlbauer, Sieglinde Fulterer (Austria)
Valentina Zangrando, María José Rodríguez Conde, García Adriana Gamazo (Spain),
Daria Milyaeva, Igor Shiyan, Natalia Ageeva, Irina Vorobyova (Russia)

Moderator: Ekaterina Asonova (Russia)
Speakers: Maxim Bulanov (Russia), Konstantin Bulish (Russia), Yulia Ol’khova (Russia), Anastasia Rossinskaya (Russia), Nadezhda Frolova (Russia)
13.15-14.00 Lunch

14.00-15.30. Roundtable discussion: The Index of Urban Life Quality from the Perspective of Educational Stakeholders
Moderator: Elena Ivanova (Russia)
Speakers:
Elena Ivanova (Russia): What helps us to be happy and satisfied in a city?
Ekaterina Barsukova (Russia), Anton Agapov (Russia): Public transport and pedestrian access
Irina Vinogradova (Russia), Natalia Konstantinova (Russia): Social infrastructure: Theatre vs Supermarket. The social contradictions between the city center and the suburban areas
Ekaterina Kolesova (Russia), Elena Ivanova (Russia), Tatiana Rezanova (Russia): Educational eco-urbanism: developing eco-based habits of living in a megapolis
Ivan Klimov (Russia): Calculating the index of urban life quality. The formula of the city’s welfare

Moderator:
Speakers: Arsen Bagdasaryan (Armenia), Zeinep Zhamakeeva (Kyrgyzstan), Baktygul’ Shamshidinova (Kyrgyzstan), Savzali Dzhafarov (Tadjikistan), Vasily Rusetsky (Belarus), Sergey Gorbov (Russia), Alexey Vorontsov (Russia), Vladimir Lvovsky (Russia)
Organizers: Center for International Cooperation in Education Development (CICED) and Europe and Central Asia Comparative Education Society (ECA-CES)

15.30-15.45 Coffee break

15.45-16.45. Workshop: Researching formative assessment: a Modular programme focused on sharing definitions and strategies of teaching and learning
Speaker: Bill Boyle (The U.K.)

16.45-17.15. Report: University and Community Partnership to Enhance Quality Education in Cities
Speakers: Bill Edgington (The U.S.), Andrey Koptelov (The U.S.)
17.15-17.45
Wrap-up discussion

August 25, 2021

10.00-11.30. Battle: Design, architecture and pedagogy in the urban environment
Moderator: Elena Ivanova (Russia)
Speakers:
Elena Volkova (Russia): Online environment in school education that is chosen by parents

Alexander Bystrov (Russia): Visualization as a predictor of successful acquisition of the content in History and Social Studies subjects within distance teaching

Anton Agapov (Russia): Approaches to studying the quality of urban environment based on the mental maps of students’ educational routes

Anna Startseva (Russia): The possibilities of the playback theatre and the methodology of integral circle in education

Anna Stepanenko (Russia): Design of subject-space environments for students with ASDs in inclusive educational organizations

Natalia Konstantinova (Russia): Developing research skills of senior preschoolers by creating a play environment during art classes

Elizaveta Klimochkina (Russia): Urban environment as a learning space used by Moscow’s teachers

11.45-14.00. Session: Education for Sustainable Development of Younger Children
Moderator: Natalia Ryzhova (Russia)
Speakers:
Adrijana Višnjić-Jevtić (Croatia): Children right to live in sustainable society - what education got to do with it?

Nektarios Stellakis (Greece): Social and Economic Topics in Early Childhood Education: Challenges and Reflections
Maria Vassiliadou (Cyprus): The role of heritage in educating conscientious citizens

Natalia Ryzhova (Russia): Kindergarten’s Environment for Sustainable Development: International Quality Assessment Scale

Ewa Lewandowska (Poland): ESD at ECE in Poland. Past - Contradictions - Present Activities

Lidia Cherezova (Russia): Quality Assessment of Sustainable Pre-school Education: New Approaches

Paulette Luff (The U.K.): The Education for Sustainable Citizenship Award as a tool of supporting early childhood education for sustainable development: the U.K. experience

14.00–14.30 Lunch


Moderator:
Speakers:
Tatiana Sobolevskaya (Russia), Irina Ryabova (Russia): Development of Multimedia Textbooks on Health for Modern Schools

Alexander Popov (Russia), Pavel Glukhov (Russia): Moscow’s Competence-based Olympiad as an Element of Young Citizens’ Education

Andrey Koptelov (The U.S.): Cross-Cultural Online Communication for Pre-Service Teachers Learning Experience

15.30-17.30. Roundtable discussion. A Learning Event: from a Walk to a Festival

Moderator: Ekaterina Asonova (Russia)
Speakers: Tatiana Klimova (Russia), Alexandra Nikitina (Russia)

15.30-17.30. Session: Newly-employed Teacher in a Megapolis: Challenges and Priorities of Development

Moderator: Anastasia Belolutskaya (Russia)
Speakers:
Anastasia Belolutskaya (Russia): From Solo Pedagogy to Multi-directional Learning Communication: Challenges of Transition
Natalia Zhabina (Russia): Professional Identity of Newly-Employed Teachers in the Context of Changing Attitudes towards the Role of a Teacher in the Educational Process: a Review of International Studies

Vardigul Mkrtchyan (Russia), Grigory Gurin (Russia): The Role of Mentoring in Training Newly-Employed Teachers: an Overview of International Practices

Tatiana Shcherbakova (Russia): The Opportunities and Tools of Distance Mentoring at a University: the Platform “MCU – Your Mentor” at mentor.mgpu.ru

Irina Kryshtofik (Russia): Professional Development of Newly-Employed Teachers: Developing Pedagogical Reflection vs Acquiring Universal Competencies

Prestin McCormick (The U.S.): Create Your Own Application to Learn Math Today!

Yung Hui Chen (Taiwan): Adaptation of the Rudyard Kipling's "The Jungle Book" for Cinema Production

Pei-Wen Ting (Taiwan): What Can You Learn from the BBC Television Adaptation of the Novel "Les Miserables" by V. Hugo?

17.00-17.30
Wrap-up session: Discussing the results of the Symposium